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Relaxation, Rejuvenation, etc... The Goa Diaries
Everyone's entitled to a bit of Paradise, don't you think? And if  your daily routine's started to resemble an endless blur

of office blow-ups and traffic snarls, then all the more reason to throw caution to the wind and go chasing after
a little bit of magic. Luckily for you, magic resides a tantalisingly reachable 3 hours away.



Sitting smug and pretty in its Indian colour and Latin

flavour, Goa is a tender teardrop rolling down India's 

south-western coastline. More than a place, Goa is a 

feeling. One of elusive innocence tempered with 

unabashed sin, of unending desire reined in by

a sense of insouciance.

That Goa Feeling...
Give the guided tours a miss, one of the pleasures to

this place is stumbling upon the unexpected. But if

you're the sort who likes to give fate a little nudge, seek 

out a private audience with divinity at any one of Goa's 

beautiful churches. The Buzz recommends Bom Jesus 

Basilica - a world heritage monument showcasing rich

flourishes of Baroque / Jesuit architecture; and St. 

Catherine's Cathedral - a 16th century ode to Roman 

Catholicism crafted in Portuguese-Gothic style. Both lie

10 kilometres east of the capital Panaji.

Make Yourself  at Home
The Taj Exotica's lush foliage, secluded white beaches, 

private plunge pools and architectural grandeur are pretty 

unforgettable (Benaulim, Tel: +918322771234); another 

memorable option is the romantic Park Hyatt Resort and 

Spa, a special luxury village concept with exclusive spa 

facilities (Cansaulim, Tel: +918322721234); while Casa 

Candolim is a cute little Boutique Hotel set amidst stirring 

tropical beauty (Bardez, Tel: +919810130518).

Life's one Crazy Bazaar
Goa's flea markets are a perpetual parade of fascination 

and vibrancy. Ingo's 'Saturday Nite Bazaar' in Arpora

is a psychedelic, tantric experience not to be missed.

A place where Pashmina shawls lie quite comfortably 

beside skimpy G-strings, the market lays out an eclectic 

sensory feast for a never-ending stream of traders,

tourists, troubadours and angels. The Wednesday after-

noon Anjuna Flea Market lets you dive into a treasure 

trove of Indian exotica, right from Rajasthani mirrorwork 

tote bags to exquisite Kashmiri jewellery.

Endless Summer Nights
Goa's rampant clubbing culture is perhaps best viewed

at Paradiso atop a cliff on Anjuna Beach. Sculpted out

of clay and set in a natural cave, the three-level club takes 

on an ethereal vibe on full moon nights. Lay back on the 

uppermost level with sky view seats to the glistening 

Arabian Sea, while Djs from around the globe do their 

thing downstairs. But for a true taste of decadence, drop

into an all-night, open-air trance affair right on Anjuna 

Beach itself - quite possibly the world's largest, prettiest 

pool party.

Got to Goa
Now's the time to leave! While peak season may be over, 

April brings you fewer tourists and ample freedom in 

which to savour the local sights and tastes. Let your 

imagination fly wild, bliss awaits...
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